For His Eyes Only

You may have heard of one of the latest trends in wedding photography. It involves the bride wearing a lot less than her gown. Boudoir photography is definitely gaining popularity among to-be brides, but what’s it really all about? Find out whether these risqué images are for you.

So, what is boudoir photography exactly?

Boudoir photography is a sexy new trend that’s especially popular as a wedding day gift from a bride to her groom. Boudoir photos are usually taken wearing either just a little, or well, nothing at all. They’re hardly X-rated though, but rather PG-13 -- as in classic pinup-inspired pics, or what the pros call ‘implied nudes.’ That means sometimes you’re not wearing anything, but you’re also not showing off anything either (think shot from the back, or lying on your stomach).

Our Boudoir sessions are also referred to as "For His Eyes Only" and are a wonderful surprise gift for a bride to present to her husband-to-be before, during the honeymoon or after the wedding day! These images are often taken in your home, a wonderful hotel room, or a private location and are typically involving clothing pieces along the style of lingerie. We strive to make our clients very comfortable and relaxed during this special session. What you wear or don’t wear is your choice. You can wear as much or as little as you like, whatever you feel comfortable wearing. The finished results are a sensual and tasteful collection of photographs that are sure to make you feel great about your self tastefully printed into a bedside coffee table book to present to her man as a wonderful wedding gift on your wedding night!

With a Boudoir session, you will receive a combination of black & white, sepia, color, and "touch" coloring proofs-as well as high-contrast, diffused glow, and vignetted treatments. displayed in a password, protected website for choosing. We personally re-touch all images for Boudoir sessions.

• Since we do all of our work on location, you may choose the private location for your session. Many young women will rent a wonderful hotel room for the day/evening, complete with a jacuzzi or large tub lit with candles, and rose petals to complete the wonderful intimate shots. Either way, you may have them done at the location of your choice--It’s up to you!

$475.00

Includes a private photo session at a location of your choice.

A 20 page, 8"x 8" bedside coffee table book in an black velvet pouch, dedicated to your new husband.

(1) 11x14 or 8x10" enlargement print of your choice.